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Executive Summary
Eastbourne Borough Council (EBC) is preparing a new Local Plan as a framework for
future development which will cover the period from 2018 to 2038. The last Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) was produced in 2017, and this report
updates the previous SHELAA by reviewing site assessments and assessing new sites
that have been identified.
The SHELAA provides an up to date assessment of land supply in the borough and help
to identify land for new housing and employment land uses for the period up to 2038.
This is a requirement of the Government’s Planning Practice Guidance and is intended
to ensure that all land is assessed together as part of plan preparation to identify which
sites or broad locations are the most suitable and deliverable for a particular use.
The SHELAA does not allocate land for residential or economic development, nor does it
indicate EBC support for development. It identifies a pool of potential development
sites could be delivered over the plan period. The decision regarding where housing
and economic land uses should be planned in the future will be made through Local
Plans (including Sustainability Appraisal), and through the planning application process.
It is therefore an important evidence source to inform plan-making but does not in
itself determine whether a site should be allocated for housing or economic
development.
The assessment results show that the total housing capacity from sites assessed as
developable or potentially developable is 2,879 dwellings over the 20 year period 2018
to 2038.
There is evidence that windfall sites have historically formed a significant part of the
housing supply in Eastbourne. An allowance for future windfall provision has been
included in the SHELAA. The total annual windfall figure is 72 dwellings per year. This
does not duplicate any previously identified sites, and therefore is a realistic estimate
of a continuing source of future housing supply. No windfall allowance has been
included in years 1-3 to avoid double counting with extant planning permissions.
The total potential housing capacity, including sites delivered in 2018/19, sites with an
extant permission or currently under construction, and an allowance for windfall is
4,965 dwellings. The amount of land available for economic use (employment, retail,
leisure, community and other uses) is 96,950 sqm over the plan period.
Eastbourne’s Local Housing Need, calculated via the standard methodology in national
policy, is 668 homes per year. Over the Local Plan period this would equate to 13,360
new dwellings. There is clearly a very significant shortfall in terms of the supply of land
for housing and the assessed housing need, largely due to the physical and
environmental constraints that are characteristic of the Borough.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Eastbourne Borough Council is preparing a new Local Plan as a framework for
future development that will cover the period from 2018 to 2038. The National
Planning Policy Framework [NPPF] is clear that as part of plan making, ‘strategic
policy-making authorities should have a clear understanding of the land available
in their area through the preparation of a strategic housing land availability
assessment’ (para 67).

1.2

Eastbourne’s most recent Strategic Housing & Employment Land Availability
Assessment (SHELAA) was produced in 2017, which updated the original
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment published in 2010 to provide
evidence for the Eastbourne Core Strategy.

1.3

The 2019 SHELAA will therefore provide an up to date assessment of land supply
in the borough and help to identify land for new housing and employment land
uses for the period up to 2038.

1.4

Eastbourne Borough Council is the local planning authority for the area of
Eastbourne Borough that is outside of the South Downs National Park. Therefore,
the new Local Plan and this SHELAA only applies to the part of the Borough
outside of the National Park.

1.5

This report is an update of the 2017 SHELAA, and as such is based on the
methodology identifies in the 2017 report. It is intended to ensure that all land
is assessed together as part of plan preparation to identify which sites or broad
locations are the most suitable and deliverable for a particular use.

1.6

The SHELAA assesses opportunities for additional housing and economic use,
either through reuse or intensification of existing brownfield land or through
development on unoccupied land, including greenfield land. Opportunities for
economic uses included in the assessment include employment use (B1, B2 and
B8) and community, leisure, culture and other town centre uses.

Purpose of Study
The SHELAA does not allocate land for development and is not a statement of
Council policy. It also does not outweigh or alter any existing policies or
designations.
1.7

The SHELAA is a key evidence report for the development of planning policies. It
provides background evidence on the potential availability of land in Eastbourne
for housing and economic uses and the choices available for delivering sites. The
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SHELAA is an important evidence source to inform plan-making but does not in
itself determine whether a site should be allocated for housing or economic
development.
1.8

There are some key points that should be acknowledged in relation to this
document:
•

The SHELAA does not allocate land for residential development. It identifies
potential development sites which are assessed to make a judgement as to
whether they are likely to be delivered over the plan period. The decision
regarding where housing and economic land uses should be planned in the
future will be made through Local Plans (including Sustainability Appraisal),
and through the planning application process;

•

Inclusion of a site in the SHELAA does not indicate that the use of the land for
residential or economic uses is necessarily supported by the council or that it
would be granted planning permission for such uses, or taken forward in
policies;

•

Similarly, the inclusion of a site within the SHELAA assessment does not
preclude the site being developed for other uses; and

•

The SHELAA is based on the information available (supplied and researched)
at the time. It is, in effect, a ‘snapshot’ of the capacity at that point.
Therefore the assessment and conclusions about sites may be subject to
change over time, for example site boundaries, constraints may be
overcome/mitigated or additional constraints identified, likely development
timescales may change, and site capacity or densities may change.

Context
1.9

The Borough of Eastbourne covers 17 square miles of East Sussex. Over 40% of
the Borough is within the South Downs National Park, which is to the west of the
town. The English Channel bounds the south of the Borough, with Wealden
District entirely enveloping the Borough, particularly to the north where the
northern urban area of Eastbourne is contiguous with Willingdon, Polegate and
Stone Cross in Wealden District. Much of the central and eastern areas of
Eastbourne are constrained by flood risk. The main transport routes through the
Borough are the A22 and A2290 and the London Victoria to Eastbourne railway.

1.10 In 2018, the Borough contained 48,750 homes and accommodated 103,160
people1, making it the second largest district in East Sussex after Wealden.
Around 39% of Eastbourne’s existing housing stock comprises of flats, with
terraced housing making up 25%, semi-detached 20% and detached 16%.

1

East Sussex in Figures
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1.11 Eastbourne Borough Council adopted its Core Strategy in February 2013. In
addition to this, the Town Centre Local Plan was adopted in November 2013 and
Employment Land Local Plan was adopted in November 2016.
1.12 The adopted Core Strategy seeks to deliver at least 5,022 dwellings and 55,430
sq. m of employment land over the plan period (2006-2027), which equates to
an average annual provision of 240 net additional dwellings per year (Policy B1:
Spatial Development Strategy and Distribution).
1.13 Since 2006, over 2,800 new homes have been built in Eastbourne at an average
of 218 new homes per year. However, this record is influenced by high levels of
delivery in the early years of the plan. Delivery since the recession has reduced
significantly and in the last five years, just 832 new homes have been built at an
average of 166 homes per year.
1.14 Housing delivery has been reliant on small sites. Nearly 75% of the homes
delivered since 2006 have been on sites accommodating less than five units.
Just 64 out of the 576 sites that have been developed for housing have delivered
10 or more homes.
1.15 The NPPF identified that the number of homes needed in the plan area is
determined through a local housing need assessment, which is conducted using
a standardised methodology that is set out in national policy. The Local Housing
Need for Eastbourne is calculated as 668 homes per annum over the plan period.
This is similar to the baseline objectively assessed need for Eastbourne assessed
in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment of between 555 and 743 units per
annum.

Structure of Report
1.16 The SHELAA is set out in three volumes:
•
•
•

Volume 1: SHELAA Report
Volume 2: Site Schedules – This contains the site appraisal results.
Volume 3: Mapping – This shows maps of all sites included in the SHELAA
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2.0 Planning Policy
National Planning Policy Context
2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) outlines Central Government’s
policies for plan-making and decision-making with the overarching aim of
shifting power to local planning authorities and local communities. The NPPF was
revised in 2018, replacing the original NPPF that was published on 2012.

2.2

The NPPF outlines a presumption in favour of sustainable development for planmaking and decision making. Local Plans should ‘positively seek opportunities to
meet development needs, and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change’
and ‘as a minimum, provide for objectively assessed needs for housing and other
uses, as well as any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas’, unless
there are strong reasons why they cannot be met. For decision-taking local
planning authorities should approve development proposals that conform with an
up-to-date development plan without delay and grant planning permission where
there are no relevant development plan policies, or policies which are most
important for determining that application are out-of-date.

2.3

The NPPF (paragraph 67) maintains the need for the preparation of a strategic
housing land availability assessment in order for local planning authorities to
understand the availability of potentially suitable land for housing. The SHELAA
therefore remains a key piece of evidence in the preparation of planning policy
documents.

2.4

The government has published National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), which
provides guidance on undertaking land assessments within the Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment section.

2.5

The PPG sets out the methodology for assessing housing land availability in the
context of guidance contained in the NPPF centred on five stages:
•
•
•
•
•

Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Identification of sites and broad locations
Site/broad location assessment
Windfall assessment (where justified)
Assessment review
Final evidence base

2.6

Consistent with the NPPF, the PPG acknowledges the advantages of carrying out
land assessments for housing and economic development as part of the same
exercise so that sites may be allocated for the use that is considered to be most
appropriate.

2.7

The PPG states that land availability assessment should:
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identify sites and broad locations with potential for development;
assess their development potential; and
assess their suitability for development and the likelihood of development
coming forward (the availability and achievability).

2.8

The PPG requires plan makers to be proactive in identifying as wide a range of
sites as possible, including existing sites that could be improved, intensified or
changed, or where potential impacts can be mitigated.

2.9

An assessment based on the suitability, availability and achievability of sites will
provide information on which a judgement can be made as to whether a site can
be considered deliverable within the next five years, or developable over a
longer period.

2.10 The assessment of the suitability of a site should take into account site specific
information as well as other information such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

physical constraints (e.g. access, contamination, steep slopes, flood risk,
natural features of significance, location of infrastructure/utilities);
potential environmental constraints;
consistency with the development plan’s policies;
proximity to services and other infrastructure, such as public transport;
whether the site is suitable for a particular type of use or as part of a mixeduse development.
national policy;
appropriateness and likely market attractiveness for the type of development
proposed;
contribution to regeneration priority areas;
potential impacts including the effect upon landscapes including landscape
features, nature and heritage conservation.

2.11 The assessment of availability should be based on the best information available
(confirmed by the call for sites and information from land owners and legal
searches where appropriate) to confirm if there are no legal or ownership
impediments to development.
2.12 The assessment of achievability is based on the prospect that a particular type of
development will be developed on the site at a particular point in time, usually
based on the economic viability of the site.
2.13 Once potential sites and broad locations have been assessed the PPG requires
information to be collected to produce an indicative housing trajectory. This
should set out how much housing and the amount of economic development that
can be provided, and at what point in the future (i.e. within years 1 to 5, 6 to
10, and 11 and beyond).
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2.14 The following set of standard outputs are expected to be produced following the
assessment:
•
•

•

a list of all sites or broad locations considered, cross-referenced to their
locations on maps;
an assessment of each site or broad location, including:
o where these have been discounted, evidence justifying reasons given;
o where these are considered suitable, available and achievable, the
potential type and quantity of development, including a reasonable
estimate of build out rates, setting out how any barriers to delivery could
be overcome and when;
an indicative trajectory of anticipated development based on the evidence
available.

2.15 The assessment should be made publicly available in an accessible form, and
reviewed regularly.

Local Planning Policy Context
Eastbourne Core Strategy Local Plan 2006-2027
2.16 The Eastbourne Core Strategy was adopted in February 2013. It sets out the key
direction and planning framework for Eastbourne and provides the strategic
policies, which alongside the saved policies of the Eastbourne Borough Plan
(2003), will be used to determine planning applications. Its role is to establish
the overall pattern of development within the Borough over the next 20 years.
2.17 The Core Strategy identifies a need to deliver at least 5,022 dwellings and
55,430 square metres of employment land by 2027 within the built up area
boundary over the 20 year lifetime of the plan (2006 - 2027).
2.18 Policy B1: Spatial Development Strategy and Distribution identifies the priority
locations for balanced housing growth alongside delivering significant
improvements to the provision of community facilities and services and
improving linkages as being two sustainable centres:
•
•

The Town Centre (approximately 1,242 new dwellings); and
Sovereign Harbour (up to a maximum of 150 new dwellings).

2.19 Policy B1 ensures ‘the delivery of new employment land and community facilities
alongside new residential development in the two centres will be required to
cater for increased growth and improve their sustainability as neighbourhoods’.
The Core Strategy supports higher residential densities in the six sustainable
neighbourhoods: Old Town; Meads; Upperton; Town Centre; Seaside; and
Langney.
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2.20 The Spatial Development Strategy aims to protect and safeguard the
environmental quality of Eastbourne by focusing development on previously
developed land within the existing urban area defined by the built up area
boundary to make efficient reuse of vacant brownfield land will encourage
regeneration and renewal. This includes some brownfield sites within tidal flood
zone 3a, for which mitigation measures are agreeable to the Environment
Agency. The
2.21 The limited greenfield sites available, such as Eastbourne Park or Pevensey
Levels, are in areas at risk of flooding or restricted by important landscape and
biodiversity designations. In light of these significant constraints to development
on new greenfield sites, careful management of the existing urban areas is
considered to be the most appropriate strategic option for future growth.

Eastbourne Town Centre Local Plan
2.22 The Council adopted the Town Centre Local Plan in November 2013. It forms
part of the Local Plan for Eastbourne together with the Eastbourne Core Strategy
Local Plan, and sets out a strategy and proposals for the regeneration of the
Town Centre which includes site specific proposals for residential and commercial
uses on development opportunity sites, transition areas and potential areas of
change.
2.23 The Town Centre Local Plan identifies five development opportunity sites that
represent an important means of bringing forward change within the Town
Centre:
•
•
•
•
•

Development Opportunity
and Ashford Road.
Development Opportunity
the Enterprise Centre
Development Opportunity
Southfields Road
Development Opportunity
Arndale Centre
Development Opportunity
Road

Site One: land at the junction of Terminus Road
Site Two: land adjoining the railway station and
Site Three: land between Upperton Road and
Site Four: land at the south-eastern end of the
Site Five: land at the former Coop on Terminus

Eastbourne Employment Land Local Plan
2.24 The need to produce the Employment Land Local Plan (ELLP) resulted from
concerns raised by the Planning Inspector during the Public Examination of the
Eastbourne Core Strategy Local Plan, as evidence on the employment land
supply did not demonstrate that the Core Strategy policy relating to employment
October 2019
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land (Policy D2: Economy) was the most appropriate strategy for supporting job
growth and economic prosperity in Eastbourne. In order to address this issue
without delaying the adoption of the Core Strategy, the Inspector recommended
that Core Strategy Policy D2 should be the subject of an early review, leading to
its replacement with an additional Local Plan to deal specifically with
employment land supply.
2.25 The ELLP identifies the future requirements for Class B employment land uses in
Eastbourne over the Core Strategy plan period up to 2027 and how the future
needs for employment are to be met.
2.26 The ELLP identifies a requirement for 48,750 sqm (GEA) of additional
employment floorspace, to be delivered within the Sustainable Centres (Town
Centre and Sovereign Harbour) and through maximising the use of land in
existing employment locations. The ELLP allocates land to meet the requirement:
•
•
•
•

Intensification of Industrial Estates – 20,000 sqm of B1c, B2 and B8
floorspace and 1,875 sqm of B1a/B1b floorspace
Town Centre: Land adjacent to the Railway Station - 3,750 sqm of B1a/B1b
floorspace (as part of a mixed use development)
Sovereign Harbour: Site 6 – 13,875 sqm of B1 floorspace
Sovereign Harbour: Site 7a – 9,250 sqm of B1a/B1b floorspace

Eastbourne Borough Local Plan 2001-2011 (Saved Policies)
2.27 The Borough Plan 2001-2011 was adopted in 2003; however a number of the
policies have been superseded by policies contained within the Core Strategy,
Town Centre Local Plan and Employment Land Local Plan when they were
adopted. A number of policies remain ‘saved’ – i.e. those policies that were not
directly superseded by policies within the Core Strategy.

Community Infrastructure Levy
2.28 The Eastbourne Borough Council Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Charging
Schedule was adopted in 2015. This sets out the CIL rate per square metre for
different types of developments in different areas. Viability testing was
undertaken in 2013 to support the calculation of the CIL rates. The adopted CIL
Charging Schedules is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Charging Rates for Eastbourne Borough Council CIL

Type of Development (Use Class
Order 1987 as amended)

CIL rate/sq. m for net
additional floorspace

Dwellings* (C3) excluding
residential apartments

50

Retail (A1-A5) #

80

All other uses

0

* Where there is a net gain in dwellings;
# Where the development is 100 sq. m. or greater
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3.0 Methodology
3.1

The national Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) sets out a suggested methodology
for carrying out a SHELAA. This section sets out how the guidance has been
interpreted and applied to the Eastbourne context. The methodology is based on
the one used for the 2017 assessment, although some assumptions applied in
the 2017 SHLAA have been updated where applicable.

Stage 1: Site Identification
3.2

Stage 1 involved the identification of all potential sites for inclusion in the
assessment. This section outlines the decisions and actions that were completed
to ensure there is a robust understanding of the amount of land with potential
for housing and economic development within Eastbourne Borough.

3.3

The PPG does not specify which uses should be included in the SHELAA but
indicates that residential should include different tenures, types including older
people housing, private rented housing and self-build and that economic uses
would include retail, leisure, cultural, office and warehousing.

Stage 1a: Determine assessment area and site size
3.4

The PPG advises that the local planning authorities should work with other local
planning authorities in the relevant housing market area or functional economic
market area in reviewing their SHELAAs.

3.5

Eastbourne Borough Council believes that the functional geographic area for
Eastbourne is wider than the administrative boundaries of Eastbourne and
stretches into the southern areas of Wealden District. Wealden District Council
has produced their own SHELAA for their administrative area2. Therefore, the
area to be assessed in this SHELAA is the Eastbourne Borough Council
administrative area only.

3.6

The PPG includes advisory thresholds for sites and broad areas. Land availability
constraints in Eastbourne mean that the Council should be as thorough as
possible in its identification of sites. For this reason The Council has decided to
consider all sites capable of achieving any net gain in residential dwellings (i.e.
sites that will deliver one or more net residential units) or 500 sqm of
employment floorspace should be assessed.

2

http://www.wealden.gov.uk/Wealden/Residents/Planning_and_Building_Control/Planning_Policy/
Strategic_Housing_Economic_Land_Assess/PPolicy_SHELAA.aspx
October 2019
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Stage 1b: Desk top review of existing information
3.7

A desktop review of existing information was carried out to identify potential
sites for assessment. This took a proactive approach to identifying as wide a
range of sites and broad locations for development as possible (including those
existing sites that could be improved, intensified or changed), particularly using
the sources of potential sites listed within the PPG.

3.8

The majority of the sites were identified as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sites
Sites
Sites
Sites
Sites
Sites

identified in previous versions of the SHELAA
allocated in Local Plans
where a planning permission has lapsed
submitted to the Council through ‘Call for Sites’
within Eastbourne Borough Council ownership
identified by the Council through GIS/aerial mapping

Stage 1c: Call for sites
3.9

PPG states that plan makers should issue a call for potential development sites
and broad locations for development. This is to ensure as many sites as possible
are included in the assessment.

3.10 The 2017 SHELAA involved a Call for Sites in July 2016. To inform this update, a
subsequent call for sites was held between October 2018 and March 2019, which
was hosted on the Council’s online consultation portal.
3.11 All submissions received through the Call for Sites have been included in the
assessment. The Call for Sites was aimed at a wide an audience as was
practicable so that those not normally involved in property development had the
opportunity to contribute. Through the Call for Sites, private, public and
voluntary sector bodies and individuals were asked to submit potential housing
sites for consideration as part of the SHELAA.

Stage 1d: Site survey
3.12 The PPG advises that all sites derived from data sources and the call for sites
should be assessed against national policies and designations to establish which
have reasonable potential for development and should be included in the site
survey.
3.13 There are some sites which have environmental designations which, although
development in these areas is less favourable, it may be possible to
appropriately mitigate adverse impacts through development design therefore
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sites containing these areas have not been excluded in the assessment. This
includes Sites of Nature Conservation Interest (SNCI).
3.14 Site surveys were carried out as necessary with appropriate site characteristics
being recorded to assist the subsequent, more detailed assessment.

Stage 2: Site Assessment
Stage 2a: Suitability Assessment
3.15 The assessment used the following criteria for the assessment of suitability of
land for housing:


Reasons identified in the NPPF for refusing development:
o

Nationally or internationally designated habitats sites;

o

land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, a National Park or defined as Heritage
Coast;

o

irreplaceable habitats (e.g. ancient woodland, veteran trees);

o

designated heritage assets and other heritage assets of archaeological
interest that are demonstrably of equivalent significance to scheduled
monuments;

o

areas at risk of flooding or coastal change.



Physical constraints – such as access, infrastructure, ground conditions,
hazardous risks, pollution or contamination;



Potential impacts – including effect upon landscape features, nature and
heritage conservation;



Environmental/amenity impacts experienced by would be occupiers and
neighbouring areas; and



Appropriateness and likely market attractiveness for the type of development
proposal.

3.16 All sites identified as part of the SHELAA have been assessed against the above
factors to give an indication of each site’s potential suitability for development
(housing or economic).
3.17 Sites with constraints that are considered to be insurmountable, such as lack of
access, the presence of national or local environmental designations or severe or
multiple physical constraints were assessed as unsuitable.
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3.18 Where a site was partially constrained by environmental or physical factors, but
a portion of the site was potentially developable, the site area was adjusted to
reflect the developable area and the calculation of capacity was applied to the
reduced site area.
3.19 At a more detailed level, the approach to assessing sites for development is set
out below.
Location:
3.20 Sites are generally deemed suitable when located within areas that already have
appropriate infrastructure and a suitable range of services, community and other
facilities. For housing development, this particularly means sites that are within
the predominantly residential area. Exceptions might occur for sites which are
previously developed or where there are specific industrial requirements.
Proximity to environmental designations:
3.21 Within the local planning authority area (i.e. the Borough excluding the South
Downs National Park), there are currently no statutory or national designations.
3.22 Whilst Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) are generally considered
to be unsuitable for development, as this is a local policy constraint rather than
a statutory designation, there may be some sites where the impact of
development on the area could be mitigated and the sites are therefore not
discounted from the SHELAA.
Proximity to Floodplain:
3.23 Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) has the most severe risk of flooding.
Eastbourne contains large areas of functional floodplain, and in these areas the
PPG advises that only water compatible development should be permitted, and
that housing and employment development is not permitted. Therefore, sites
which fall entirely within Flood Zone 3b are assessed as unsuitable.
3.24 For the purposes of the Eastbourne SHELAA, the functional floodplain (Flood
Zone 3b) as defined in the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 2009 has been used
to define areas at risk of flooding. However, it should be noted that a new
Polegate & Willingdon Flood Model is currently being prepared to update the
extent of the functional floodplain. East Sussex County Council as Lead Local
Flood Authority have identified that the functional floodplain may be extended by
the new model.
3.25 Development in Flood Zone 3a (Tidal and Fluvial) is permitted, subject to an
additional test known as an ‘exception test’. Sites within Flood Zone 3a or lower
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are generally considered to be suitable, on the basis that the site passes the
exception test and design solutions to mitigate flood risk will be required as part
of any development of the sites.
3.26 Sites which fall partly within Flood Zone 3a and partly within Flood Zone 3b will
be included but the assessment will only take into account the developable part
of the site.
Employment:
3.27 New sites with economic uses proposed were assessed in terms of the suitability
of a site for employment use, including considering location and accessibility.
3.28 Sites in economic use but where there is no policy designation for such uses
were generally deemed suitable for alternative uses. Sites which are currently
designated for economic uses but emerging evidence and policy suggest the site
is no longer required for employment use were generally deemed potentially
suitable for alternative uses. General residential amenity considerations were
appraised for each of these sites. Sites which are designated or in economic use
and are proposed to be retained for such use were generally deemed unsuitable
for alternative uses.
Public Open Space:
3.29 Sites which are designated or recognised public open spaces were generally
deemed unsuitable for development. Exceptions may have occurred for sites
where arrangements were in place to make alternative public open space
provision, where development would fund improvements to the quality of the
public open space, or where the development is linked to the use of the area as
public open space. Sites which are currently designated or recognised public
open spaces but emerging evidence and policy suggest the site is no longer
required were generally deemed potentially suitable for alternative uses, if no
other environmental constraints present e.g. biodiversity or Tree Preservation
Orders.

Stage 2b: Availability Assessment
3.30 The availability assessment uses the PPG definition that “a site can be
considered available for development, when, on the best information available
(confirmed by the call for sites and information from land owners and legal
searches where appropriate), there is confidence that there are no legal or
ownership impediments to development”.
3.31 Sites were assessed as available if there is evidence of an intention to develop
immediately or at some point in the future. If there is no intention to develop
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the site or evidence of a likelihood of the site being unavailable, the site was
assessed as unavailable. Where the availability of the land could not be
confirmed, the site was assessed as unknown availability, and therefore
potentially development if suitable and achievable.
3.32 In assessing availability of site, land registry searches were undertaken and
landowners were written to in order to ask for evidence of the availability of their
site.
3.33 There are a number of sites in Eastbourne that have been given Fields in Trust
QEII status, which provides a legal agreement that the site will be protected
from development in perpetuity. These sites are not considered to be available.

Stage 2d: Achievability Assessment
3.34 According to the PPG, a site should be considered achievable for development if
there is a reasonable prospect that the particular type of development will be
developed on the site at a particular point in time.
3.35 The viability of sites was modelled in the 2017 SHELAA. This involved preparing
financial development appraisals for a representative range of sites, both
residential and commercial, and using these to assess whether development,
generally, is viable. The work is based on the assessment of typologies that are
broadly representative of the potential sites in the area. The viability testing
does not involve site specific assessments of delivery.
3.36 The results of this viability modelling have been taken forward in the 2019
SHELAA update. The assessment of each site has be classified as viable or
unviable. Sites that are assessed as unviable have not been classified as
undevelopable. Instead they have been categorised as ‘potentially developable’,
which indicates that there may be policy flexibility that could allow these sites to
be viable.
Estimating development potential
3.37 The assessment of suitability, availability and achievability informs the decision
as to whether a site can be considered deliverable, developable, potentially
developable or not currently developable.
3.38 PPG states that the development potential should be ‘the estimation of the
development potential of each identified site can be guided by the existing or
emerging plan policy including locally determined policies on density’.
Eastbourne Borough Council does not provide a policy on density in its adopted
Local Plan Core Strategy, and the new Local Plan is not far enough advanced to
identify potential density policies.
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Stage 2c: Assessing the potential capacity of sites
3.39 The development potential of sites has been estimated using the approaches set
out below.
Housing
3.40 The capacity estimates provided for each site were based on a combination of
figures put forward by landowners or promoters, and a capacity estimate based
on site size, location and site characteristics. Officer judgement was applied to
these capacities on a site-by-site basis to make adjustments for constraints such
as buffers from watercourses, underground sewers and irregular shaped sites.
Landowner estimate
3.41 The starting point for a site capacity figure was to consider any existing available
information. This may be the planning permission figure, pre-application stage or
figures resulting from design work such as a masterplan or planning brief or a
landowner or site promoters’ capacity assessments where these are provided as
part of the call for sites. These figures were reviewed to ensure they are realistic
in terms of the site size, location and characteristics, and adjusted if necessary.
Character Area-based estimate
3.42 In order to determine the potential capacity of smaller sites within the built-up
area, an assessment of the prevailing densities in different areas of the town
was undertaken. The densities were applied to sites to give an indication of
capacity.
3.43 The town was divided into a total of 67 character areas, reflecting the areas that
show similar characteristics in terms of the type, size, style and age of
residential development.
3.44 Within each character area, a sample area was identified that was considered to
be typical of the character area in terms of urban pattern and built form.
3.45 The size of each sample area was intended to be approximately 1 hectare,
although due to the characteristics of each area, the actual sizes varied from
around 0.5 hectares to 2 hectares. Where possible, sample areas were drawn to
exclude highways, open spaces and other non-residential uses, so that the area
sampled was a representation of the types of housing only.
3.46 The total number of dwellings in the sample area was calculated using the
information from the Local Land and Property Gazetteer, and compared against
the size of the sample area to give a net density in dwellings per hectare.
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3.47 Data from the 2011 census was used to identify the number of different types of
housing (detached, semi-detached, terraced or flat) and the number of different
sizes of housing (number of bedrooms), using data from the output area that
best fitted the sample area.
3.48 Census data on types and sizes of housing could not be aggregated, so
information from property websites such as Rightmove and Zoopla was analysed
in order to estimate the number of each different house type and size.
3.49 A list of the character areas and the densities used are provided in Appendix A:
Character Areas.
Size-based estimate
3.50 In order to determine the potential capacity of sites that are not within the builtup area, and for sites that are not reflective of their surroundings, the average
density of completed or committed developments since 2006, based on different
site sizes, were analysed.
3.51 Housing developments that have either been granted permission and/or been
completed since the start of the Core Strategy plan period in 2006 were
analysed in order to identify the types and sizes of housing provided and the
densities of those different types of development.
3.52 Development that involved ‘New Build’ (i.e. the development of a vacant or
greenfield site) and ‘Redevelopment’ (i.e. the demolition of an existing building
and provision of housing in its place) were separated from developments that
involved ‘Change of use’ (i.e. the change of a non-residential use to residential)
and ‘Conversions’ (i.e. an increase in the number of residential units within an
existing building).
3.53 New Builds and Redevelopments were analysed to provide evidence of trends in
terms of the densities of development of the types of sites that are likely to be
identified in the SHELAA.
3.54 The data was analysed according to the types and sizes of the housing provided;
the size of the development, both in terms of the number of units provided and
the total size of the development site; the relative split between houses and
flats; and the neighbourhood in which the development took place.
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Table 2: Average densities based on site size
Size Threshold

Density (dph)

Less than 0.1 ha

62.5

Between 0.1 ha and 1 ha

57.9

Between 1 ha and 5ha

44.5

More than 5 ha

27.5

3.55 The findings show generally consistent densities on sites less than 1 hectare,
with lower densities on larger sites, presumably because there is more land
given over to the directly associated uses such as access roads, gardens,
parking, incidental open space and landscaping.
3.56 There have been no sites developed in Eastbourne since 2006 that have been on
sites larger than 5 hectares. In order to provide a size-based density for sites
over 5 hectares, a sample of recent developments and commitments in the
South Wealden area, particularly Stone Cross, where development sites have
been over 5 hectares were analysed. This suggested a range of densities
between 12 dwellings per hectare and 25 dwellings per hectare. It was
determined that a density of 27.5 dwellings per hectare for sites should be used
for sites over 5 hectares. This assumption was based on evidence from
developments on the edges of Eastbourne, and taking into account the likely
need for large sites in Eastbourne to accommodation flood risk mitigation as well
as access roads, gardens, parking, incidental open space and landscaping,
Economic land
3.57 For employment land, floor space densities for certain industries have been used
to establish the amount of development that can be achieved on a site. The
approach taken to assessing development potential for employment was
therefore as follows:
3.58 For sites already in the planning process, with a realistic estimate of the amount
of floorspace by type that is expected to be delivered already known, this figure
was reviewed, and if found appropriate was applied in the assessment. This was
the case for planning permissions, planning application and pre-application sites.
3.59 For sites where the development potential was not already known, a simple plot
ratio was applied. The plot ratio is the amount of employment floorspace of
different types that is expected per hectare of land. It takes into account that
office floorspace is often developed at a higher density than industrial floorspace
because it is usually developed at a higher density and taller buildings than
industrial, which tends to be in less central locations and requires more land.
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3.60 The estimates produced for employment sites based on plot ratios, in Table 3,
are approximate figures only and should be taken as an indication rather than an
exact figure.
Table 3: Plot ratios for employment uses
Employment Use

Plot Ratio

Floorspace (sqm) per hectare

Office in Town Centre

0.8

8,000

Office out of Town Centre

0.3

3,000

Industrial

0.3

3,000

Warehouse

0.3

3,000

Retail/Leisure/Community

0.5

5,000

Assessment of the deliverability and developability of each site
3.61 The assessment of suitability, availability and achievability of sites will provide
information on which a judgement can be made in the plan making context as to
whether a site can be considered deliverable over the plan period.
3.62 The sites were broadly assessed as follows:


Sites classified as “deliverable” or “developable” should be expected to be
developed within the plan period (by 2038).



Sites classified as “potentially developable” may be expected to be developed
in the plan period, but further evidence may be expected change the
assessment of the site



Sites classified as “undevelopable” cannot realistically be expected to be
developed in the foreseeable future.

3.63 The assessment of each site will be classified into the following more detailed
categories:


Deliverable (Suitable, Achievable and Available + can be delivered within five
years)



Developable (Suitable, Achievable and Available within plan period)



Potentially Developable (Suitable but unknown availability)



Potentially Developable (Available but unknown suitability)



Potentially Developable (Suitable and Available but unknown achievability)



Undevelopable (Not Suitable)



Undevelopable (Not Available)



Undevelopable (Not Suitable and Not Available)
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3.64 Information on suitability, availability, achievability and constraints was used to
assess the timescale and rate of development and which time period each site is
capable of being delivered by.
3.65 Based on the PPG, each site was assigned a timescale for delivery which is either
1- 5 years, 6-10 years, 11-15 years, or 16+ years from the base date of the
SHELAA (2019).
3.66 The timescales depend on the information known about each site in relation to
its suitability and availability for housing or economic use. If there were no
known constraints to development and the site is owned or controlled by a
landowner / developer who is in the process of bringing the site forward for
development, this site falls into the 0-5 year timescale. If a site is complex, is in
multiple ownership, has constraints to development or there is no clear
immediate intent to develop, this site was assigned a later timescale e.g. 6-10
years or 11-15 years. If a site is expected to come forward for housing within
the plan period but there are severe constraints to delivery or intention to
develop is not clear these sites are assigned the 16+ years category.

Stage 3: Windfall Assessment
3.67 Windfall sites are sites which have not been specifically identified as available in
the SHELAA, usually because the Council is not yet aware of them. NPPF permits
the inclusion of a windfall allowance in the anticipated supply where there is
compelling evidence that such sites have and will continue to form a reliable
source of supply, Any allowance should be realistic having regard to the strategic
housing land availability assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends. (para 70)
3.68 The role of windfall in a SHELAA is to therefore to provide an allowance for sites
which contribute to future housing supply through an analysis of past trends.
Using past trends and extrapolating these forward means that there is some
evidence and certainty that this source of supply will continue forward over the
local plan period.
3.69 The approach to assessing windfall allowance has been to review past windfall
housing completion trends, going back as far as 2006.
3.70 The following categories have been included as sources of windfall:


Conversion – the subdivision of residential properties to create additional
units



Change of use – the creation of homes through the change of a property from
a non-residential use to residential.
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3.71 Over the period between 2006 and 2019, a total of 1,306 dwellings have been
delivered in Eastbourne through conversion or change of use, which represents
46% of the total net additional dwellings that have been delivered.
Figure 1: Changes of Use and Conversions 2006-2019
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3.72 Conversions and changes of use have made up a significant proportion of
delivery since 2009, which is around the time that the majority of the significant
new build developments at Sovereign Harbour were completed. The number of
dwellings delivered through change of use has increased since 2014, which is
mainly due to the change in permitted development rights that allow office to
change to residential through the prior approval process.
3.73 There are three neighbourhoods in the town that have delivered the majority of
the residential units through conversion and change of use: Town Centre,
Seaside and Meads. However, the Town Centre has seen significantly higher
rates of conversions and changes of use, with over half of the total number of
dwellings delivered through these methods since 2006 being in the town centre.
Over 80% of the total dwellings delivered in the town centre have been through
conversion and change of use.
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Table 4: Dwellings delivered through Conversion and Change of Use (2006-2019)
Neighbourhood

Net additional dwellings (2006-2019)
Conversion

Change of Use

Total

%

258

405

663

50.8%

67

50

117

9.0%

137

65

202

15.5%

18

27

45

3.4%

Ocklynge & Rodmill

2

17

19

1.5%

Roselands & Bridgemere

1

1

2

0.2%

Hampden Park

0

15

15

1.1%

Langney

1

1

2

0.2%

Shinewater & North Langney

16

0

16

1.2%

Summerdown & Saffrons

19

2

21

1.6%

116

81

197

15.1%

Ratton & Willingdon Village

0

4

4

0.3%

St Anthony’s & Langney Point

2

1

3

0.2%

Sovereign Harbour

0

0

0

0.0%

637

669

1,306

100.0%

Town Centre
Upperton
Seaside
Old Town

Meads

TOTAL

3.74 Since 2006, there has been an average of 46 net additional units per year
through change of use, and 45 net additional units per year through conversion.
However, there is a falling trend for net additional units supplied through
conversions, with an average of just 26 net additional units per year over the
last five years.
3.75 Based on this trend, an allowance for windfall is made of 72 net additional units
per year, consisting of 46 from change of use and 26 from conversions.
3.76 No windfall allowance is made for 2018/19 to avoid double counting with units
already completed, and no allowance is made for the next three years of the
plan period (2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22) to avoid double counting with
existing commitments. Therefore, over the plan period, windfall is estimated to
contribute 1,152 units.
3.77 All sites listed in Volume 2: Site Schedules are identified sites and so are not
windfall sites.
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Stage 4: Assessment Review
3.78 The draft site assessments were shared with stakeholders as a fact checking
exercise to ensure all information on sites was correct. A number of changes and
refinements were made to the assessments as a result of the consultation.

Stage 5: Final evidence base
3.79 The final evidence base is presented in three separate parts. The three reports
will comprise a main SHELAA report, Mapping and Site Tables. These will contain
the core outputs defined in the PPG, namely:









a list of all sites or broad locations considered, cross-referenced to their
locations on maps by neighbourhood area (see Volumes 2 and 3);
an assessment of each site or broad location, in terms of its suitability for
development, availability and achievability (including whether the site/broad
location is viable) to determine whether a site is realistically expected to be
developed and when (Volume 2)
more detail for those sites which are considered to be realistic candidates for
development, where others have been discounted for clearly evidenced and
justified reasons (Volume 2);
the potential type and quantity of development that could be delivered on
each site/broad location, including a reasonable estimate of build out rates,
while setting out how any barriers to delivery could be overcome and when;
and (Volume 2)
an indicative trajectory of anticipated development and consideration of
associated risks (Volume 2).
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4.0 Findings
Results summary
4.1

This section of the SHELAA report sets out a summary of the results of the
study. The results are displayed by neighbourhood and include the total housing
capacity across all sites in each neighbourhood and the expected delivery
timescale of development, from the base date of April 2019. The housing
potential is set out as a trajectory for 0- 5 years, 6-10 years and 11-15 years.

4.2

A detailed set of results for each site, which includes the evidence on site
suitability, availability and viability which informed the site assessments within
each neighbourhood is set out in Volume 2: Site schedules.

4.3

The results, in summary are:








The total number of sites assessed as part of the SHELAA was 328, after all
sites with extant permission, sites under construction or built out at 1st April
2019 had been filtered out. Of these, 81 sites were found to be deliverable or
developable for housing and/or employment and an additional 95 sites were
found to be potentially developable;
The total housing capacity from these deliverable or developable sites is
estimated to be 795 dwellings over the 20 year period. The total housing
capacity from potentially developable sites is 2,879 dwellings over the 20
year period;
There is evidence that windfall sites have historically formed a significant part
of the housing supply in Eastbourne. An allowance for future windfall
provision has been included in the SHELAA. The amount of housing that is
expected to be delivered annually through windfall is 72 dwellings, therefore
the total over the 20 year period would be 1,152 dwellings; and
The total potential housing capacity for the Local Plan plan period (20182038), including units that were delivered in the first year of the plan, sites
with extant permissions and those under construction, and an allowance for
windfall is therefore 4,965 dwellings.

4.4

The total amount of land suitable for economic development, including retail,
leisure, office, industrial, warehouse and community uses, is 96,950 sqm.

4.5

Volume 2 of this report provides information relating to each site including the
following:




the SHELAA site reference and site name;
the total area of the site and the amount of the site that is considered to be
developable;
The neighbourhood and ward that the site is located within;
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a summary of the suitability, availability and achievability of the site;
a conclusion and justification for the potential developability of the site
An indication of the development potential or capacity of each site for
housing or economic use.
An indication of the timescale for housing delivery – 0-5 years/6-10
years/11-15 years and 16+ years. Sites that are in the 0-5 year period are
the ‘deliverable’ pool of sites.

Volume 3 contains site maps for each site included in the assessment. All sites
are shown regardless of whether they have been assessed as suitable or
unsuitable for development.

SHLAA detailed results
4.7

Table 5 shows the number of potential dwellings that are deliverable (within the
first 5 years) and developable (years 6-20) within Eastbourne Borough.

4.8

The results show that there are a potential 2083 dwellings that could be
delivered in the 20 year period from identified SHELAA sites and 934 from
windfall sites, giving a total of 3017.

Table 5: Total number of dwellings by broad timescale

Period

Number of units

0-5 years

110

6-10 years

871

11-15 years

986

16+ years

912

Total dwellings from SHELAA sites

2,879

Sites delivered 2018/19

130

Sites with extant permission/under construction

804

Windfall Allowance

1,152

TOTAL

4,965

4.9

Table 6 shows the number of dwellings by neighbourhood, including sites
identified in the SHELAA, sites that have been delivered in the first year of the
plan period, extant permissions/sites under construction, and an allowance for
windfall.

4.10 The full details behind these summary tables can be found in Volume 2: Site
Schedules and the location of the sites can be found in Volume 3: Site Maps.
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Table 6: Expected housing delivery by neighbourhood

SHELAA

Delivered
2018/19

Extant
Permission
s

Windfall
Allowance

TOTAL

Town Centre

487

50

282

577

1,396

Upperton

114

23

154

90

381

Seaside

266

20

99

180

565

84

5

15

45

149

Ocklynge & Rodmill

316

3

5

17

341

Roselands & Bridgemere

347

0

12

2

361

Hampden Park

75

11

9

40

135

Langney

77

6

21

2

106

Shinewater & North Langney

61

0

6

16

83

Summerdown & Saffrons

15

0

7

18

40

Meads

17

9

39

157

222

Ratton & Willingdon Village

29

1

0

4

34

St Anthonys & Langney Point

46

2

5

4

57

Sovereign Harbour

10

0

150

0

160

Outside existing neighbourhood
(Eastbourne Park)

609

0

0

0

609

Outside existing neighbourhood
(East Langney Levels)

326

0

0

0

326

2,879

130

804

1,152

4,965

Neighbourhood

Old Town

TOTAL

Implications of the results for Eastbourne Borough
4.11 The SHELAA results show that there is potential for 4,965 dwellings to be
delivered within Eastbourne Borough in the period 2018-2038, including an
allowance for windfall sites.
4.12 Further work make result in changes to the assessment of the sites, particularly
relating to flood risk. Not all sites will come forward for development in the
estimated timeframes, and conversely, other sites that have not been accepted
in the SHELAA may come forward, for example, if a landowner comes forward
with proposals to sell or develop / re-develop a site which was not known about
at the time the SHELAA was carried out.
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Housing Trajectory and Risk Assessment
4.13 Table 7 represents the housing trajectory for Eastbourne, including sites
identified in the SHELAA, sites that have been delivered in the first year of the
plan period, extant permissions/sites under construction, and an allowance for
windfall.
Table 7: Housing trajectory by neighbourhood
0-5 years

6-10
years

11-15
years

16+ years

TOTAL

Town Centre

368

349

420

259

1,396

Upperton

183

40

130

28

381

Seaside

131

155

223

56

565

23

67

45

14

149

9

27

5

300

341

Roselands & Bridgemere

84

201

75

1

361

Hampden Park

32

61

28

14

135

Langney

27

53

25

1

106

Shinewater & North Langney

7

66

5

5

83

Summerdown & Saffrons

8

20

6

6

40

Meads

66

54

53

49

222

Ratton & Willingdon Village

21

10

1

2

34

7

9

39

2

57

150

10

0

0

160

Outside existing neighbourhood
(Eastbourne Park)

0

105

290

214

609

Outside existing neighbourhood
(East Langney Levels)

0

0

0

326

326

1,116

1,227

1,345

1,277

4,965

Neighbourhood

Old Town
Ocklynge & Rodmill

St Anthonys & Langney Point
Sovereign Harbour

TOTAL

4.14 This trajectory is based on a thorough assessment of the capacity of Eastbourne
borough and the expected timeframe for delivery of the sites. However, there is
an unavoidable risk that some of the sites will not come forward as expected and
others may come forward that have not been identified. Risks to the trajectory
include economic conditions and changing national and local policy which can
affect the economic viability of sites and whether they are suitable for
development. There are also more local risks, such as the provision of
infrastructure to facilitate development of the sites.
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4.15 Trajectories are a forward planning tool, designed to support the ‘plan, monitor
and manage’ approach to housing delivery by monitoring both past and
anticipated completions across a period of time. If past completions show a
shortfall against requirements they can be used to demonstrate that future
completions will make up this shortfall. Alternatively, as they look forwards as
well as backwards they can help indicate at an early stage whether any steps
need to be taken to ensure planned requirements are met. Trajectories also
provide a means of further exploring and understanding the various components
of past and future housing supply.
4.16 Housing trajectories should be regularly reviewed and updated.
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Appendix A: Character Areas
The following character areas were analysed in terms of their densities to provide a
character-based assumption for the capacity of development sites, based on the
prevailing density surrounding the development.
Character Area

Neighbourhood

Sample Area

Dwellings

Net Density

Arundel Road

Upperton

2.118

130

61.4

Ashburnham

Upperton

1.543

19

12.3

Astaire Avenue

Roselands & Bridgemere

1.243

32

25.7

Birds Estate

Langney

1.095

30

27.4

Bridgemere

Roselands & Bridgemere

0.568

21

37.0

Brodrick Road

Hampden Park

1.276

46

36.1

Carlisle Road

Meads

1.45

53

36.6

Central Avenue

Old Town

1.317

38

28.9

Central Upperton

Upperton

2.183

184

84.3

Cherry Gardens

Old Town

1.274

39

30.6

Commercial Road

Town Centre

0.146

16

109.6

Compton Place Road

Summerdown & Saffrons

1.51

73

48.3

Crown Street

Old Town

0.307

39

127.0

Devonshire

Seaside

0.629

57

90.6

East of Ramsey Way

St Anthonys & Langney Point

0.612

19

31.0

Faversham Road

Langney

0.506

26

51.4

Gorringe Road

Upperton

1.575

61

38.7

Green Street Farm

Old Town

1.173

28

23.9

Hampden Park Centre

Hampden Park

1.87

65

34.8

Hydneye

Hampden Park

1.037

43

41.5

Kings Avenue

Upperton

1.536

53

34.5

Kingsmere

St Anthonys & Langney Point

0.521

32

61.4

Langney Point

St Anthonys & Langney Point

1.087

38

35.0

Langney Village

Langney

1.074

84

78.2

Latimer Road

Seaside

0.557

45

80.8

Little Chelsea

Town Centre

0.46

79

171.7

Lower Meads

Meads

2.455

145

59.1

Mallard Close

Hampden Park

0.477

29

60.8

Meads Seafront

Meads

0.878

52

59.2

Meads Village

Meads

0.914

94

102.8

Midway Quay

Sovereign Harbour

1.283

260

202.7

Milton Road

Old Town

1.28

40

31.3
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Character Area

Neighbourhood

Sample Area

Dwellings

Net Density

North Hampden Park

Hampden Park

0.655

19

29.0

North Pacific Drive

Sovereign Harbour

0.542

27

49.8

Northbourne

Roselands & Bridgemere

1.224

51

41.7

Norway

Seaside

0.692

32

46.2

Ocklynge

Ocklynge & Rodmill

1.53

31

20.3

Old Town

Old Town

0.964

58

60.2

Pacific Drive South

Sovereign Harbour

0.401

33

82.3

Park Avenue

Ratton & Willingdon Village

1.65

25

15.2

Pennine Way

Shinewater & North Langney

0.766

24

31.3

Percival Crescent

Hampden Park

1.662

95

57.2

Poets Estate

Langney

1.107

29

26.2

Port Road

Hampden Park

0.978

52

53.2

Prince William Parade

St Anthonys & Langney Point

0.414

43

103.9

Rangemore Drive

Ocklynge & Rodmill

1.547

30

19.4

Ratton

Ratton & Willingdon Village

1.443

21

14.6

Rockhurst

Old Town

1.022

51

49.9

Rodmill

Ocklynge & Rodmill

0.982

22

22.4

Roselands

Roselands & Bridgemere

1.712

41

23.9

Rotherfield Avenue

Shinewater & North Langney

0.631

28

44.4

Saffrons Road

Summerdown & Saffrons

1.282

64

49.9

Shinewater

Shinewater & North Langney

0.755

40

53.0

South Cliff Avenue

Meads

0.578

90

155.7

South Harbour

Sovereign Harbour

0.447

36

80.5

St Anthonys

St Anthonys & Langney Point

1.278

55

43.0

St Johns Road

Meads

2.305

61

26.5

St Leonards Road

Town Centre

0.595

123

206.7

Summerdown

Summerdown & Saffrons

1.052

9

8.6

The Rising

Langney

0.505

21

41.6

Town Centre East

Town Centre

0.745

53

71.1

Town Centre South

Town Centre

0.705

64

90.8

Upper Carlisle Road

Meads

1.083

9

8.3

Upperton

Upperton

0.979

122

124.6

West Hampden Park

Hampden Park

1.455

27

18.6

Willingdon Road

Ocklynge & Rodmill

1.433

89

62.1

Willingdon Trees

Hampden Park

0.842

54

64.1
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